
Safe• t mate 
® 

MODEL SM-007 

1. 
Remove sling seat from wheelchair  Most wheelchair seats are attached with 8 screws  
(4 on each side) and finish washers. Since the screws and washers will not be used to install this  
drop seat, make sure you retain them with the sling seat. 
 

2.  Position seat and straps 
 
 
Locate the    BACK   sticker on the bottom  
of the seat. Position the seat with this  
sticker at the back of the wheelchair. 

 
Loop both front and back straps around the seat  
frame tubing and through cam buckles as  
illustrated in diagram A.  

 

3.  Determine height and angle of seat 
 
Place the cushion to be used in the seat and adjust  
the length of the straps to locate the seating surface  
at desired height. Note that the front and back seat 
straps can be adjusted to different lengths to achieve 
an angled seating surface. Secure buckles. 
 

4. Secure Straps 
 
Wrap the four pre-installed hook and loop strap  
retainers around the straps to prevent accidental  

shifting. Diagram B 

 
5.  Install Alarm Box 
 
Install 9 volt battery supplied into the alarm box. 
 
Connect the cord from the seat sensor to the alarm  
box. The hook and loop strap allows alarm box to 
be hung from hand grip or strap can be opened to 
install on any portion of the frame. An upholstery 
clip is also included. Always route the cord away 
from moving parts.  
 
Firmly press the switch to the ON position  
(blue LED light remains lit) and the alarm should  
sound. The alarm should silence automatically  
each time the user is seated in the wheelchair. 
 

! 
This device is not a substitute for proper supervision. 

Check fall risk patients frequently. 
Change battery when LED is flashing. 

Note:  Disconnect  
and remove alarm  
box prior to  
wheelchair washing. 

Manufactured by: 
210 Innovations, LLC 

210 Leonard Drive 
Groton, CT 06340 

800-210-2298 
Made in the U.S.A. 
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